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Money Match 2

Money Match 2
A game for two players.
Aim: To be the first player to place three 
counters, next to each other,  in a row, 
column or diagonal.
Materials Required: 36 transparent 
counters, 18 of one colour and 18 of 
another colour.
•	Players take turns to flick the spinner and 

place a counter on a spot on the board 
that matches the total of the coins shown 
on the spinner. For example, if the spinner 
shows 10c + 10c, the player would place a 
counter on 20c, $0.20 or ‘twenty cents’.
•	Play continues until one player has placed 

three counters, next to each other, in a 
row, column or diagonal. 

Variation
•	Allow a ‘bump off ’ rule
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Money Match 2

Children need many and varied experiences handling money in order to develop Financial Literacy. When 
children accompany their parents to the shop they rarely see coins and notes being exchanged but rather 
a credit or debit card is swiped. Classroom shops are an ideal way of encouraging children to pick out the 
closest amount to the total and then for the “shop keeper” to count back change using the “shop keepers’ ” 
method. This game is just one step in developing financial literacy - counting or adding coins.

Australian Curriculum Links

Yr 2 ACMNA034

Count and order small collections of Australian coins ... according to their value.

Elaborations

•	 identifying equivalent values in collections of coins ..., such as two five-cent coins having the same 
value as one 10-cent coin.

•	 counting collections of coins ... to make up a particular value.

Teacher notes

In order to count coins, children need to be able to:

•	 recognise coins and separate coins of the same denomination from a collection of coins, and

•	 count by 5s, 10s, 20s, 50s, 1s and 2s.

A variety of coin recognition activities may be found on pages 49 - 74 of Swan, P., 
& Marshall, L. (2009). Money Matters: A teachers handbook for developing money 
concepts. Perth: R.I.C. Publications. 

What to look for

•	 Counting coins is an extension of the counting principles.

•	 Do they know the counting sequence in the right order, eg 5, 10, 15, 20 25 ...?

•	 Do children touch (and move) the counts as they say the counting word? Check 
there is a one-to-one correspondence.

•	 Do they realise that the last word that they say when touching the last coin in the group indicates the 
total amount of coins?

•	 Do they count to milestones, eg $1?

For further experience with money try setting up and running a class shop.

Collect and Count is another coin counting game that is harder than this game and involves collecting a 
variety of coins and either keeping a cumulative total as the game progresses or counting a pile of coins at 
the end.

                                                                                   


